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Success
Story
Plantronics raises the bar
at BARBRI.
BACKGROUND
Based in Dallas, Texas, with presence in all 50 United States, BARBRI offers programs
to help law students prepare for and pass the bar exam, along with other educational
opportunities to support attorneys throughout their careers.

BARBRI
www.barbri.com
Location:
Dallas, Texas

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
When Mark Kaplan joined BARBRI as Director of Infrastructure, he was given an
opportunity that most IT managers only dream of: Start with a clean slate and build a
completely new infrastructure. Previously a subsidiary of a large publishing company,
BARBRI had been sold to another entity and needed to disentangle its IT resources to
stand on its own.

Industry:
Education
Number of Headset Users: 300
The Situation:
After a corporate buyout, BARBRI
needed to rebuild its IT infrastructure
to stand apart. Starting from scratch,
the company wanted to build a
communication system that used the
latest, most innovative technologies.

With a UC rollout underway, Kaplan needed to determine what audio devices would
empower BARBRI’s nearly 300 employees to make the most of the company’s new
communications infrastructure.

The Solution:
Plantronics Voyager Legend UC,
Savi 700 Series and Blackwire

Voyager Legend UC

Savi 700 Series

Effective communication is crucial to successful operations at BARBRI. As such, Kaplan
opted to upgrade all PBX, POS and voice lines to Unified Communications (UC) via
Microsoft Lync and Office 365. Kaplan said of this decision, “I had the opportunity
to build out a fresh infrastructure, so I wanted to do it the right way. Keeping legacy
PBXs and other old-style forms of communication were not part of the ultimate
infrastructure I envisioned for our employees.”

Blackwire

“The quality of Plantronics’ products and the caliber
of its service have made it a trusted company of
mine for over 20 years.”
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THE RIGHT AUDIO DEVICE
Kaplan felt very strongly that the headsets
he selected for BARBRI would make or
break the UC deployment. “In my opinion,
you can’t do a successful UC deployment
without a good headset. I’ve talked to
many of my peers and they spend tens
of thousands, sometimes hundreds of
thousands of dollars deploying a UC
environment and then stick a cheap
headset on the computer and expect
it to function appropriately with the
sophisticated technology. It just doesn’t
work that way,” said Kaplan. “A user has a
bad experience, they can’t hear, they get
frustrated and they give up on UC – your
adoption rates go out the door. You need
a quality device that is configured to work
with your system.”
Once Kaplan settled on Plantronics, he set
up a user test group to trial a sampling
of headsets and determine which would
work best for the company’s varied job
functions and work styles. BARBRI selected
Voyager Legend UC wireless headsets
for its mobile employees, including sales
reps, Savi 700 headsets for executives,
and Blackwire headsets for workers who
remain primarily at their desks.
SERVICE STANDS OUT
As part of his selection process, Kaplan
had orchestrated a thorough review of
headset options, including those from
Plantronics and its competitors. He said,
“From a durability and quality perspective,
as well as an overall sales and customer
service experience, Plantronics was
hands-down my favorite. They exceeded
in all categories. The others really fell
apart in the human aspect: Customer
service and sales.”
Kaplan continued, “From a service
perspective, if we have a problem, it’s
answered quickly. The advice is sound.
And if we run into an issue with a unit

that actually is defective, the replacement
and warranty policy is good. From a sales
perspective, I can’t say enough about
our rep – she’s the best I’ve ever worked
with. She’s brought the experience
and knowledge of the product line to
us to recommend the best options for
us to consider. Her support has been
exceptional and definitely plays a role
in my decision to use Plantronics as our
exclusive headset provider.”
UC BRINGS CHANGE – FOR THE BETTER
BARBRI’s employees have easily adapted
to their new headsets and UC system.
Kaplan cites increased employee
happiness as a result of the deployment.
“People are actually happier. They like
having the headsets and many have
commented that they make their jobs
easier,” Kaplan said.
Many BARBRI employees enjoy the
freedom of being hands-free during
conference calls, and mobile employees
especially like having one headset that
connects to their computer and cell
phone.

“Plantronics takes
the time to find out
what the customer’s
needs actually are and
presents a solution
that is actually fit
to those needs – a
custom solution. Even
though they are not
custom devices, each
solution is custombuilt for the customer.”
– MARK KAPLAN
DIRECTOR OF INFRASTRUCTURE
BARBRI

BARBRI has experienced an estimated 30
percent increase in employee efficiency
since rolling out UC with Plantronics
headsets, as well as a savings of more
than 50 percent over its previous telecom
expenses.
Kaplan is beyond pleased with the
deployment. He concluded, “Everything
went perfectly. Plantronics took the time
to find out what our needs were, and
they presented a custom solution that fit
those needs and worked seamlessly with
Microsoft Lync. If I had it to do over again,
I wouldn’t change a thing.”
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